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Liquid biopsy for lung cancer early detection
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Abstract: Molecularly targeted therapies and immune checkpoint inhibitors have markedly improved the therapeutic management of advanced lung cancer. However, it still remains the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide, with disease stage at diagnosis representing the main prognostic factor. Detection of lung cancer at an earlier stage of disease, potentially susceptible of curative resection, can be critical to improve patients survival. Low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) screening of high-risk patients has been demonstrated to reduce mortality from lung cancer, but can be also associated with high false-positive rate, thus often resulting in unnecessary interventions for patients. Novel sensitive and specific biomarkers for identification of high-risk subjects and early detection that can be used alternatively and/or complement current routine diagnostic procedures are needed. Liquid biopsy has recently demonstrated its clinical usefulness in advanced NSCLC as a surrogate of tissue biopsy for noninvasive assessment of specific genomic alterations, thereby providing prognostic and predictive information. Different biosources from liquid biopsy, including cell free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), circulating tumor cells (CTCs), exosomes and tumor-educated platelets (TEPs), have also been widely investigated for their potential role in lung cancer diagnosis. This review will provide an overview on the circulating biomarkers being evaluated for lung cancer detection, mainly focusing on results from most recent studies, the techniques developed to perform their assessment in blood and other biologic fluids and challenges in their clinical applications.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related deaths for both sexes (1,2). About 85% of lung cancers are non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which comprises, mainly, adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and large-cell lung cancer. The high mortality is mainly attributable to its aggressiveness and to the fact that most lung tumors are generally detected at advanced, inoperable stages of disease. Only a minority of NSCLC patients are diagnosed with localized, early-stage disease and, for these patients, the optimal treatment remains surgical resection with curative intent (3). However, despite optimal surgical management, the probability of survival at 5 years remains unsatisfactory and is closely related to the stage of disease, ranging from about 90%, for patients with stage IA, to 60%,
for those in stage II (4,5). At least a third of patients who undergo complete surgical resection will experience recurrent disease within 5 years, mainly systemic relapse, suggesting that early-stage NSCLC is frequently metastatic at diagnosis. Still, early detection of lung cancer emerges as the only valuable approach to diagnose the disease at an asymptomatic and potentially curable stage, in order to improve patient outcome. Early detection could be pursued with different approaches, such as the use of diagnostic imaging techniques, including low-dose computed tomography (LDCT), in high-risk individuals.

Among subjects enrolled in the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST), LDCT detected more than twice the number of early-stage lung cancers and was associated with a significant reduction in lung cancer-specific mortality compared to chest radiography (6). Also, all-cause mortality was reduced by 6.7%, indicating that screening resulted in no deleterious downstream effects that contributed to death. Despite its high sensitivity, LDCT screening has a relatively low specificity, which resulted in a high false-positive rate of 96.4%, with an overall 18.5% probability of overdiagnosis (7). Other European trials showed less significant results compared to the NLST trial in terms of reduced mortality, thus raising some concerns regarding LDCT implementation as a general screening approach in high-risk populations (8-10). Other screening trials and pooled analyses of similar European randomized trials could probably provide more data about the role of LDCT in reducing mortality (11). However, one major concern about the use of this radiological screening tool, beyond the high-false positive rate and the potential for overdiagnosis, is radiation exposure (12). There is a need for more specific, less invasive biomarkers that could be used alternatively or complementary to radiological approaches to better define the optimal risk cohort and improve cost-effectiveness of current radiological screening. In this context, the assessment of circulating biomarkers can represent an attractive strategy for lung cancer screening and early diagnosis.

In this review we will discuss the role of liquid biopsy to assess potential biomarkers for lung cancer screening and early detection.

**Clinical applications of liquid biopsy**

Molecular profiling of tumor specimens at diagnosis currently represents the standard of care to guide treatment decisions in advanced NSCLC patients (13,14). However, tumor tissue biopsy is an invasive procedure with several limitations in clinical practice: it often provides insufficient materials, it represents a single snapshot of the tumor and is subject to selection bias resulting from tumor heterogeneity. Moreover, tumor tissue specimens cannot be easily obtained repeatedly to track tumor dynamics over time, because most diagnostic procedures are invasive and not acceptable for the patients. Liquid biopsy has widely demonstrated to be a viable surrogate for tumor tissue for noninvasive assessment of tumor specific biomarkers and can be potentially used for a variety of clinical and investigational applications (15). Indeed, different tumor-derived components can be isolated from blood, including circulating cell-free tumor DNA (cfDNA), cell-free tumor RNA (cfRNA), exosomes, tumor-educated platelets (TEP), and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) (Figure 1), and can be leveraged to uncover the molecular landscape of the tumor and capture the heterogeneity of metastatic cancers (15,16). Different body fluids (other than blood) can be a source of tumor-derived molecular information, such as urine, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), saliva, and pleural effusions (17). Many studies have illustrated the potential of liquid biopsy approaches to predict and monitor treatment responses, to quantify minimal residual disease and assess the emergence of therapy resistance, mainly due to the feasibility to collect and analyze liquid biopsy specimens at various points before and during treatment, thus offering a dynamic portrait of tumor genomic changes over the course of disease. The best-known example of clinical application of liquid biopsy is the use of cfDNA genotyping for EGFR sensitizing- or T790M-mutations as surrogate of tumor tissue profiling to predict response and monitor development of resistance to EGFR TKI therapy (15,16,18). Beyond predictive and prognostic information, liquid biopsy can be exploited for diagnostic purposes, such as screening and early detection of lung cancer (Figure 1).

**Circulating cell-free tumor DNA**

Circulating cell-free DNA derived from tumors is likely to represent the entire genomic landscape of the tumor and can serve as a liquid biopsy to analyze tumor-specific genetic and epigenetic alterations. In a seminal study, it was discovered that cancer patients had much higher levels of cell-free DNA in their blood compared to healthy individuals (19). In addition, higher cfDNA levels were found in patients with metastatic disease compared to non-metastatic cancer patients (19). Several years later, it was
proven that plasma DNA found in patients with malignant diseases originates from tumor (also known as ctDNA) (20) and discrimination of ctDNA from cfDNA deriving from normal cells is possible because of the presence in ctDNA of specific genomic alterations, including mutations in oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, gene amplifications or epigenetic changes, which are typically found in the cancer cell genome (15,16). For consistency in our review we will refer to cfDNA, considering that this is the pool from which ctDNA is derived. Although the mechanisms by which tumor DNA is released into the bloodstream has not been fully elucidated, it is thought to originate mainly from apoptotic and necrotic cells and, as the tumor grows and increases in volume, so do the number of necrotic and apoptotic cells as a consequence of cellular turnover (15,16,21-24).

An important role for macrophages in the release of tumor DNA fragments in the circulation via phagocytosis of necrotic neoplastic cells has been proposed (22,25). The fraction of ctDNA can vary, with some studies demonstrating very low concentrations of approximately 0.01–1% of cfDNA for early-stage disease, thus making quantification and analysis in blood very challenging. Novel, highly sensitive blood-based assays have been developed to test cfDNA at very low concentrations for most genomic abnormalities. These include polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based techniques, including digital PCR (dPCR), droplet digital PCR (ddPCR), peptide nucleoid acid (PNA) clamp-based PCR assay (Taqman assay), beads, emulsions, amplification and magnets (BEAMing), pyrophosphorolysis-activated polymerization and next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies (26). Different platforms have already been approved for clinical use (18,26). However, several difficulties remain, limiting the clinical implementation for most of these methodologies, particularly the lack of standardization.

After the initial report (19), other studies have shown higher cfDNA levels in cancer patients and also a correlation of these levels with disease burden or tumor stage, suggesting cfDNA may potentially have diagnostic and prognostic value. The concentration of plasma DNA, determined by real time quantitative PCR (qPCR) of the human telomerase reverse transcription gene (hTERT), was almost eight-times higher in patients with lung cancer than in matched controls from smoker patients and emerged as a strong risk factor for lung cancer development. This study suggested that plasma DNA assessment, by using this highly sensitive and specific real time qPCR assay, could represent a novel, noninvasive approach for identifying higher-risk individuals for lung cancer screening (17).
In 35 cancer patients, a second plasma sample was collected, 3 to 15 months after surgery, and analyzed for plasma DNA concentration. Interestingly, median DNA concentration at follow-up was significantly lower in disease-free individuals as compared with the five patients with proven cancer relapse, suggesting a potential role of this liquid biopsy also in predicting recurrences, thus as a prognostic marker. The diagnostic and prognostic role of plasma DNA was assessed in another study from the same group in the setting of a lung cancer screening trial. Plasma DNA levels were assessed in a cohort of 1,035 heavy smokers at baseline and at time of lung cancer diagnosis. Although measurement of plasma DNA levels was not shown to improve the accuracy of lung cancer screening by spiral CT, a higher amount of plasma DNA at surgery was significantly associated with a poorer prognosis at 5-year survival, thus indicating the presence of a more aggressive disease (27).

Some subsequent studies demonstrated the reproducibility of the quantitative PCR assay used by Sozzi et al. and its ability in discriminating between healthy subjects and NSCLC patients (28,29). In another study by Gautschi et al., serum and plasma DNA concentrations, as assessed by real-time PCR with a standard protocol set up and validated at two oncology units, were significantly higher in NSCLC patients than in healthy controls, and increased plasma DNA concentrations were correlated with advanced tumor stage (P<0.003). Elevated serum and plasma DNA concentrations emerged as independent prognostic factors for survival.

The above data underline that quantitative analysis of circulating DNA by PCR-based assays could represent a potential tool to identify high-risk individuals; however, baseline assessment of plasma DNA level alone did not seem to improve the accuracy of lung cancer screening by spiral CT in heavy smokers included in a large study (27), suggesting cfDNA quantification could have a role in supplementing current screening and diagnostic tests, including chest CT scans and cytological/histological examination. Beyond quantification of circulating free DNA in patients, detection of genomic abnormalities, including specific mutations, in cfDNA could offer a more promising, noninvasive approach for early lung cancer detection, considering the high specificity of these tumor-related alterations. Due to the low frequency of some mutations and the fact that mutation-harboring cfDNA can be obscured by a relative excess of background wild-type DNA from normal cells, highly sensitive approaches, beyond mutation specific PCR assays, have been developed to analyze low-level mutant cfDNA, including NGS-based options.

In a recent study, by using the Cancer Personalized Profiling by deep Sequencing (CAPP-Seq), which is a highly sensitive method able to quantify cfDNA and detect multiple classes of somatic mutations, Newman and colleagues detected cfDNA in 100% of NSCLC patients with stages II–IV and in 50% of patients with stage I disease, thus suggesting its application also for early detection (30). In this study, cfDNA levels significantly correlated with tumor volume, were able to monitor treatment response and residual disease and detect disease progression earlier than radiological approaches. However, the role of cfDNA genotyping for somatic mutations in a screening setting to detect pre-clinical cancers, without prior knowledge from tumor tissue of the expected mutation, remains unknown. Moreover, biomarkers used for screening purposes in asymptomatic populations should be selected for their high specificity in distinguishing between individuals, with and without cancer. Recently, results from a study assessing the presence of TP53 mutations in the plasma cfDNA from SCLC cases and non-cancer controls, TP53 mutations were detected in 11% of the 225 non-cancer controls, thus suggesting they are not specific of cancer patients and pose some difficulties for the development of cfDNA screening tests (31).

Beyond somatic mutations, other biomarkers, including epigenetic changes, can be assessed in cfDNA for diagnostic purposes.

**Gene methylation in cell-free tumor DNA**

Epigenetic modifications, including methylation of the CpG islands in gene promoter regions, closely regulate expression of a large number of genes involved in malignant transformation, mainly tumor suppressor genes, and are commonly observed in tumors, including lung cancers. Hypermethylation has been shown to contribute to carcinogenesis and one of the main advantages of DNA methylation alterations, compared to other potential diagnostic biomarkers, is that they are remarkably stable, generally occur early during carcinogenesis and can be found in circulating DNA fragments from different body fluids, including blood and sputum (32-36). Methylation of circulating DNA can be assessed using different techniques, such as methylation-specific PCR (MSP), real-time quantitative MSP, multiplex-nested methylation-specific PCR and methyl-BEAMing. Although epigenetic alterations are not unique for any one tumor, some tumor suppressor genes are frequently methylated and downregulated in
specific tumors, suggesting that noninvasive assessment of these candidate genes could be potentially useful for diagnostic and prognostic purposes (15,36).

There are multiple reports evaluating methylation of single or panels of tumor suppressor genes in plasma or serum of lung cancer patients as potential biomarkers. Methylation in specific tumor suppressor genes, including MGMT, p16, RASSF1A, DAPK and RAR-β, was more frequently observed in patients diagnosed with lung cancer than those with nonmalignant diseases, such as individuals undergoing bronchoscopy for abnormal findings in chest radiographs. Patients with methylation in at least one gene, and in ≥2 genes showed 5.28 (2.39–11.7; P<0.001) and 5.89 (1.53–22.7; P=0.010) times higher probability of having lung cancer, respectively, compared with those without any methylated genes. Notably, 16 (89%) of 18 tissue samples from patients with serum DNA methylation also had methylated genes (37).

Another study by Chinese investigators assessed the methylation profiles of NSCLC by MSP in tissues and plasma samples. Nine genes (APC, CDH13, KLK10, DLEC1, RASSF1A, EFEMP1, SFRP1, RAR-β and p16INK4A) demonstrated a significantly higher methylation frequency in NSCLC compared with the normal tissues (P≤0.001). A high concordance of the methylation status in matched tumor tissues and plasma samples was observed. A five-gene set (APC, RASSF1A, CDH13, KLK10 and DLEC1) achieved a sensitivity of 83.64% and a specificity of 74.0% for cancer diagnosis (38). The potential role of the methylation status in blood of retinoic acid receptor B2 (RARB2) and RAS association domain family 1 isoform A (RASSF1A) tumor suppressor genes for lung cancer diagnosis has been further demonstrated (39). These genes have been found frequently hypermethylated in lung tumors and correlated with poor prognosis.

The presence in plasma of methylated SHOX2 gene, a member of the homeobox family of genes that encode DNA binding transcription factors, has emerged as a sensitive and specific biomarker for lung cancer in different reports (40,41). Notably, SHOX2 gene hypermethylation was specifically associated with SCLC and squamous cell carcinoma and was shown to be frequently accompanied by gene amplification (40). Other genes have been found to be differentially methylated in cfDNA between patients with lung cancer and controls, including doublecortin like kinase 1 (DCLK1) (42) and septin9 (SEPT9) (43).

Most of the above studies were performed by selecting tumor-specific candidate genes to assess methylation in blood by different sensitive techniques, based on the recognition that specificity of methylated DNA as a biomarker can be lower compared with the presence of genomic alterations. This is because methylation changes can also occur in DNA of surrounding normal tissue and can overlap with methylated DNA from tumors (15). Indeed, in recent years, different epigenetic candidates in blood have been proposed, but none has been introduced in clinical practice yet, mainly due to the lack of standardized methods and large validation studies. Nowadays, high-throughput epigenomic studies could probably offer a deeper characterization of epigenetic variations in cancer with the potential of identifying more robust biomarkers to be assessed in circulating cell-free tumor DNA in blood or other biological samples from lung cancer patients, including sputum or bronchial fluid aspirates (44,45).

DNA methylation of the SHOX2 gene locus was reported to be a sensitive and specific biomarker based on the analysis of bronchial fluids (46). In this case-control study, the relative abundance of methylated SHOX2 gene copies, assessed by using the real-time PCR based HeavyMethyl technology, in bronchial aspirates obtained during bronchoscopy were found to significantly correlate with the presence of lung cancer. Indeed, SHOX2 methylation allowed to distinguish between malignant and benign lung diseases with a sensitivity of 68% and a high specificity of 95% (46). The CE-marked in vitro diagnostic (CE IVD) test ‘Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay’ (Epigenomics) detects the relative amount of methylated SHOX2 gene fragments in a background of normal DNA in a real-time PCR assay based on TaqMan technology from bronchial fluid specimens. This test has been successfully validated as a sensitive and reliable lung cancer diagnostic tool (46,47). The test may be used as an aid in the diagnosis of a malignant lung disease alongside other diagnostic procedures to allow confirmation of lung cancer based on analysis of bronchial lavage samples, even when cytology results are negative or suspect. In a recent, appealing study, two genome-wide DNA methylation datasets including stage I NSCLC were used to select a specific epigenetic signature whose diagnostic value was then validated by pyrosequencing into 4 independent cohorts, including formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues, bronchial aspirates/lavages and sputum samples from lung cancer patients and cancer-free individuals (44). Pyrosequencing, a targeted-region validation technique, was chosen because it represents a robust and quantitative method able to detect multiple CpGs not only in FFPE tissues but also in minimally and...
noninvasive samples as biologic fluids with potential use in daily basis clinical settings. The signature, consisting of top four selected genes: CDO1 (cysteine dioxygenase type 1), BCAT1 (branched chain amino-acid transaminase 1), TRIM58 (tripartite motif containing 58) and ZNF177 (zinc finger transcription factor 177), yielded a high specificity and sensitivity for early lung cancer detection in minimally and noninvasive samples (44), thus suggesting it as a potentially useful tool to refine the risk categorization within current diagnostic protocols, in order to improve lung cancer diagnosis and, in turn, patient outcomes.

CTCs

CTCs originate by cell detachment from the primary tumor mass into circulation. Indeed, CTCs are considered to contribute to cancer progression and development of metastases. CTCs have been isolated in blood of patients with different solid tumors, including lung cancer, at variable concentrations depending on tumor types and stage of diseases. Various studies have demonstrated a potential role of CTCs as prognostic biomarkers or in predicting and monitoring response to different treatments, including targeted therapies (16,48-51). Compared to ctDNA, CTCs allow comprehensive studies at the DNA, RNA, and protein level as well as functional studies including the establishment of cell lines and xenografts (16,52). However, tumor cells in circulation show substantial apoptosis and fragility, thus requiring more complex laboratory procedures for isolation from other blood cells, enumeration and characterization (53). Multiple techniques have been developed and present great variability in CTC detection rates, sensitivity, and specificity (16,49,54).

To date, the only U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved technology for CTCs detection and quantification with prognostic purposes in metastatic breast, colorectal, or prostate cancer is the CellSearch™ (Veridex LLC), that utilizes magnetic beads coated with anti-epithelial cell-adhesion molecule (EpCAM) antibodies to isolate CTCs (55-58). Another antibody-mediated capture technology has been developed, the “CTC-chip”, which has shown superior detection rates of CTCs of approximately 100% in metastatic tumors, including lung cancer. CTC-chip is a microfluidic-based platform capable of separating viable CTCs from peripheral blood samples on the basis of the interaction of target CTCs with EpCAM-coated microposts under laminar flow conditions, and without requisite pre-labeling or processing of samples. The CTC-chip successfully identified CTCs in the peripheral blood of patients with solid tumors with approximately 50% purity (59). Despite its usefulness, EpCAM-based methods can have some drawbacks for CTCs detection and capture in epithelial tumors, and can be thus limited in their performance by the intrinsic variability of these cells. Indeed, isolation of CTCs in NSCLC was lower compared to other tumors and a proportion of NSCLC CTCs can be missed because undergo epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and down-regulate their epithelial markers during progression (55,60-62). In addition to CellSearch, other label-free approaches to isolate CTCs which do not rely on the expression of specific cell surface markers but instead on other inherent properties, such as size (i.e., ISET; RareCell Diagnostics, Paris, France), deformability, or dielectric susceptibility, and/or negative selection of WBCs have been developed and tested in solid tumors (61-64). In lung cancers, different techniques have been used to detect and characterize CTCs and evaluate their role as predictive and/or prognostic biomarkers (51,65-76). In addition, different subtypes of CTCs with distinct molecular profiles have been detected in lung cancer (60), thus offering a useful source of material for genetic testing, including evaluation of EGFR or KRAS mutations, or MET expression, thereby potentially being valuable, noninvasive biomarkers to predict response and track the emergence of resistance to targeted therapies (60,77-80). As demonstrated by recent data, the identification of CTCs may provide not only important prognostic, but also diagnostic information. Ilie et al. showed CTCs could be detected in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) without clinically detectable lung cancer (73). The study included 168 (68.6%) patients with COPD and 77 subjects without COPD (31.4%), including 42 control smokers and 35 nonsmoking healthy individuals. Patients with COPD were monitored annually by low-dose spiral CT. CTCs were detected by ISET in 3% of patients with COPD (5 of 168 patients). The annual surveillance of the CTC-positive COPD patients by CT-scan screening detected lung nodules 1 to 4 years after CTC detection, leading to prompt surgical resection and histopathologic diagnosis of early-stage lung cancer, whereas, no CTCs were detected in the control smoking and nonsmoking healthy individuals (73). The study suggests that CTCs can be predictive of lung cancer onset several months before objective detection.

Another study showed that Folate Receptor (FR)-positive CTCs were feasible diagnostic biomarkers in patients with NSCLC, including early-stage tumors. In fact,
with a threshold of 8.64 CTC units, the method showed a sensitivity of 73.2% and a specificity of 84.1% for the diagnosis of NSCLC, with a sensitivity of 67.2% in stage I disease. Compared with the existing clinical biomarkers, such as neuron-specific enolase (NSE), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), cancer antigen 125 (CA125), cyfra21-1, and squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCC Ag), the method showed the highest diagnostic efficiency (area under the curve, 0.823; 95% confidence interval, 0.773–0.874) (81).

In another work, the ISET technique was used to detect CTCs in asymptomatic patients with stage I NSCLC before surgery. Fiorelli and coll., demonstrated that malignant circulating cells isolated by ISET from the peripheral blood of 77 patients with malignant and benign lung lesions (60 and 17 patients, respectively), may be a valid biomarker in the diagnostic workup of lung cancer (74).

Although there is some positive evidence, the value of CTCs as reliable diagnostic biomarkers in the clinic in NSCLC has not yet been established due to the lack of standardization of current methods, and variability in pre-analytical and analytical processes. The use of novel, more sensitive assays can further improve detection of lung cancer cells in early stages (76).

**microRNAs**

miRNAs are short non-coding RNA sequences that regulate gene expression by binding to specific target RNA messenger sequences (mRNAs) and are frequently dysregulated in cancer. miRNAs are the most abundant cfRNA molecules in the blood, and can be carried in exosomes, apoptotic bodies, protein–miRNA complexes, and tumour-educated platelets (TEP) (16). A single miRNA can target hundreds of mRNAs, thereby regulating the expression of a large number of genes involved in crucial cancer processes, including proliferation, cell migration, and apoptosis. The landscape of miRNAs in blood seems to correlate with that of the solid tumours from which they originate (16,82,83), therefore different cancer types have distinct miRNA expression patterns. The stability and substantial tissue-specificity of miRNAs implicate they serve as valuable, potential non-invasive biomarkers for the detection of various cancers, including lung cancer.

Various studies have investigated the role of differential circulating miRNA expression when discriminating between NSCLC patients and healthy controls. Compared to normal subjects, the expression profile of miRNAs in lung cancer serum was significantly different, with identification of 63 new miRNAs, including miR-122, miR-221, by Solexa technology (83).

In the study by Foss et al., miRNA profiling was performed on total RNA extracted from serum of early-stage NSCLC and controls by using the GenoExplorer microRNA Expression System (GenoSensor Corporation, Tempe, AZ, USA) (84). Quantitative polymerase chain reaction was used to validate the profiling results in the discovery set and in an additional validation set of NSCLC patients and controls (individuals with a history of smoking tobacco). Two miRNAs, miR-1254 and miR-574-5p, were significantly increased in early-stage NSCLC samples compared to the controls, with 82% and 77% of sensitivity and specificity, respectively, in the discovery cohort and 73% and 71% of sensitivity and specificity, in the validation cohort. Despite the small sample size of patients and controls analyzed, this study suggests a potential role of these two miRNAs for noninvasive lung cancer screening (84).

Heegaard et al. analyzed and compared the expression levels of 30 selected miRNAs in a larger sample size of early-stage NSCLC patients and controls in serum and plasma by using qRT-PCR. The study reported an increased serum expression of miR-29c in NSCLC patients, while a set of 7 miRNAs (miR-146b, miR-221, let-7a, miR-155, miR-17-5p, miR-27a and miR-106a) was significantly reduced compared with case-controls. Notably, overall expression levels in serum did not correlate well with levels in plasma in which no significant differences of miRNAs levels were observed between patients compared to controls (85), suggesting these two sources may not be comparable regarding miRNA expression.

Shen et al. demonstrated the diagnostic value of a set of plasma miRNAs, miRNA-21, miRNA-126, miRNA-210, and miRNA-486-5p, evaluated by qRT-PCR assay and whose altered expression had been previously validated in lung tumor tissues, in distinguishing NSCLC from healthy controls, with 86.2% sensitivity and 96.55% specificity (86). Notably, these miRNAs have higher sensitivity (91.67%) in diagnosis of lung adenocarcinomas compared with squamous cell carcinomas (82.35%) (P<0.05), even if the number of sample size to perform this analysis was small (87). In another study from the same group, plasma expression levels of miR-21, miR-210 and miR-486-5p demonstrated a 76% of sensitivity and 85% specificity to discriminate patients with CT-detected malignant solitary pulmonary nodules from benign lesions (88).

A high rate of sensitivity (81.33%) and specificity (86.76%) was demonstrated for the combination of a panel...
Boeri and colleagues reported the identification and validation of plasma-based miRNA signatures from patients in two independent LDCT screening studies (INT/IEO and MILD trials) who provided plasma samples before and at the time of disease detection (90). High-throughput miRNA expression profiles of plasma samples were first assessed by using TaqMan microfluidic cards and then selected miRNAs analyzed by quantitative measurement by RT-PCR. Interestingly, miRNAs that were found deregulated in tissue specimens were rarely detected in plasma samples, underlying the high tissue-specificity of miRNAs and suggesting a potential predictive role of plasma miRNAs independent from tissue specimens. Different altered circulating miRNAs involved in crucial cellular processes such as aging (mir-19b, mir-17, mir-106), bronchioalveolar and hematopoietic stem cells renewal (mir-486, mir-106a, 142-3p), tumor recurrence in stage I NSCLC (mir-27b; mir-106a; mir-19b; mir-15b mir-16, mi-21) and lung cancer aggressiveness (mir-221) defined specific signatures which were able to categorize patients into different risk groups and had strong diagnostic and prognostic value. The authors stated that identification of miRNA signatures in plasma samples, collected 1–2 years before disease, predict cancer development and prognosis, suggesting their potential usefulness in the selection of high-risk individuals who need to undergo spiral-CT surveillance (90).

In a subsequent large validation study from the same group, including participants of the MILD study of LDCT versus observation, this prespecified miRNA signature classifier (MSC) formed by 24 miRNAs assessed by a quantitative RT-PCR-based assay, demonstrated significant diagnostic performance for detecting the presence of malignant disease, with 87% sensitivity and 81% specificity across both arms. The signature was able to distinguish lung cancers from the large majority of benign LDCT-detected pulmonary nodules. Moreover, combination of MSC with LDCT reduced consistently the false-positive rate of the LDCT alone, thus suggesting a synergistic approach in which MSCs could complement LDCT screening and improve its effectiveness for lung cancer screening by avoiding further exams in a large proportion of individuals and unnecessary invasive diagnostic follow-up (91). The MSC had also a significant prognostic value, with risk groups significantly associated with survival (91). In 2013 the BioMILD trial started. The investigators propose a large prospective study in heavy smokers volunteers based on plasma miRNA profiling to assess its efficacy as a first line screening test for lung cancer detection. This study will enroll 4,000 volunteers older than 50 years. Volunteers will undergo LDCT and blood withdrawal, in order to include them in a program of active surveillance on the basis of their miRNA risk profile. Assessment of miRNA expression profile will use a custom-made microfluidic card containing the 24 miRNAs previously identified in the diagnostic signatures. On the basis of results of the MILD trial, the screening algorithm is decided according to the combination of LDCT and MSC (92).

In a multicenter study, Wang et al., recruited 221 NSCLC patients, 161 healthy controls and 56 subjects with benign nodules from China and America (93). Initial miRNA screening was performed using the TaqMan Low Density Array (TLDA) followed by confirmation with RT-qPCR. Results from this study showed that a panel of 5 miRNAs, including miR-483-5p, miR-193a-3p, miR-25, miR-214 and miR-7, were significantly elevated in NSCLC patients compared to controls included in the Chinese cohorts. In these cohorts, the panel showed a remarkable accuracy of diagnosis. In a blind trial, the diagnostic value of the panel was tested and results demonstrated it was able to correctly classify 95% NSCLC cases and 84% controls. Most importantly, the panel was capable of distinguishing lung cancer from benign nodules and allowed correct prediction of 86% and 95% stage I–II tumors in the Chinese and American cohorts, respectively, suggesting its function as a reliable diagnostic indicator of NSCLC in patients of different ethnicities (93). In another study, miRNA profiles were determined by using a real-time RT-qPCR (Taqman) and it was found that three miRNAs (miR-125a-5p, miR-25 and miR-126) were significantly decreased in the serum of early stage lung cancer patients compared to healthy control subjects. The combination of these 3 miRNAs could discriminate patients with lung cancer with 87.5% sensitivity and 87.5% specificity. Furthermore, the 3 miRNAs could distinguish different stages of lung cancer patients from healthy controls, thus supporting the panel had the potential for the early detection of lung cancer (94).

Montani et al., designed a multi-tiered study (95) to validate a blood test based on serum miRNAs (96) in high-risk individuals (heavy smokers, older than 50 years) enrolled in the Continuous Observation of Smoking Subjects (COSMOS) lung cancer screening trial (86) and
lung cancer patients diagnosed outside of the screening. They initially refined a previous serum 34-miRNA signature using a “Calibration set” of 24 subjects, leading to reduction of the signature to 13 miRNAs (the “miRTest”: miR-92a-3p, miR-30b-5p, miR-191-5p, miR-484, miR-328-3p, miR-30c-5p, miR-374a-5p, let-7d-5p, miR-331-3p, miR-29a-3p, miR-148a-3p, miR-223-3p, miR-140-5p), which maintained the same performance as the original signature (Corr. ≥0.96) and could be more easily translated into clinical practice. The miR-Test was then validated in the “Validation Set” of 1006 subjects in the COSMOS trial. Risk scores between this set of lung cancer patients and healthy subjects were, statistically, significantly different. The overall accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the miR-Test were 74.9%, 77.8%, and 74.8%, respectively. The miR-Test was also able to distinguish between nonmalignant lung diseases (NMD) and lung cancer in an independent cohort and maintained comparable sensitivity when tested in more advanced lung cancer (stage II and III) patients diagnosed outside of the COSMOS trial. Notably, most individuals with NMD (126 out of 164, 76.8%) were miR-Test negative and the negative predictive value (NPV) was greater than 99%, meaning that negative-risk individuals could safely avoid subsequent LDCT scan. This is relevant because many LDCT screening trials were characterized by high rate of false-positive findings. The sensitivity and NPV of miR-Test are comparable with LDCT alone, indicating that the miR-Test could be used as a first-line screening tool. Overall, these data suggest that this blood-based test has sufficient accuracy and robustness to be used as noninvasive tool for lung cancer screening in high-risk individuals for subsequent LDCT, in order to reduce radiological screening costs and unnecessary LDCT for individuals without lung cancer (95).

In another study, the evaluation of miRNA expression in serum samples of NSCLC patients and healthy subjects by using a fluorescence quantum dots liquid bead array, revealed that five miRNAs (miR-16-5p, miR-17b-5p, miR-19-3p, miR-20a-5p, and miR-92-3p) were significantly downregulated in patients with cancer, while miR-15b-5p was upregulated. Notably, miR-15b-5p, miR-16-5p, and miR-20a-5p emerged as independent diagnostic factors for the identification of patients with NSCLC after adjustment for patient’s age and sex (97).

Due to the number of studies testing distinct circulating miRNAs as potential diagnostic biomarkers in lung cancer and leading to inconsistent results, a very recent systematic review and metaanalysis was carried out. A total of 134 studies, with 6,919 patients with lung cancer and 7,064 controls, were included in the analysis. Overall analysis showed that circulating miRNAs had a good diagnostic performance in lung cancers, also in early-stage, especially the use of combined miRNAs and in Caucasian populations. Moreover, some miRNAs, such as miR-21-5p, miR-223-3p, miR-155-5p and miR-126-3p, emerged as most promising as potential biomarkers (98). Another noninvasive source of circulating miRNA is sputum (99).

Mir-21 expression in sputum specimens, assessed by RT-PCR, was significantly higher in cancer patients and was able to distinguish them from cancer-free subjects, showing 69.66% sensitivity and 100% specificity in diagnosis of lung cancer (100). In another study, miR-21, together with other 3 miRNAs (miR-486, miR-375 and miR-200b) previously selected in lung tumor tissues and then assessed on sputum samples of a case-control cohort, were able to distinguish lung adenocarcinoma patients from normal subjects with 80.6% sensitivity and 91.7% specificity (101). The same group demonstrated that miR-31 and miR-210, evaluated by RT-PCR in the sputum of lung cancer patients and cancer-free smokers, significantly improved specificity of CT alone for lung cancer diagnosis (102). The previous panel, added with also miR-21, was validated in different testing sets including patients with either malignant or benign solitary pulmonary nodules (SNPs), so confirming the performance of these miRNAs for diagnosis of malignant SPNs. The higher PPV (84%) of the biomarkers as compared with only 2% PPV of LDCT indicates that the biomarkers could result in much less overdiagnosis (103). In a meta-analysis of 28 published studies on the performance of miRNAs in body fluids including sputum as potential diagnostic biomarkers in a total of 2,121 NSCLC patients and 1,582 healthy control participants, the overall sensitivity and specificity for NSCLC detection was 75% and 79%, respectively. However, the diagnostic performance of miRNAs was superior in Caucasian compared with Asian patients and in blood compared with sputum samples, and multiple miRNA assays were more accurate compared with single miRNA assays (104).

Overall, the above data suggest a role for some miRNAs, especially when combined, as biomarkers for early cancer diagnosis, to be used alone or complementary to current standard screening procedures, including LDCT, for selection of high-risk patients to address further diagnostic exams. However, the great inter-variability among studies, most of which were single-center including small samples size, in terms of patient populations and stages of diseases...
included, deregulated miRNAs analyzed and methodologies used to assess circulating miRNAs, cannot allow a precise definition of the exact clinical role these biomarkers could have for screening and lung cancer diagnosis and management, suggesting that further, larger validation studies are still needed. Moreover, the importance of altered miRNAs relies on their target genes, thus suggesting the need for more in-depth functional analysis to assess the role of deregulated genes, including their potential as prognostic markers or as therapeutic targets.

**Exosomes**

Exosomes are extracellular vesicles (EVs) of 40–100 nm in size that are released by several cell types, including cancer cells, into the extracellular space and a variety of body fluids. Several studies demonstrated that exosomes have a key role in the cell-cell communication: they have been shown to contain proteins as well as a range of nucleic acids, including DNA, mRNAs, and miRNAs, which can be transferred to target cells, thereby modulating the activities of these recipient cells. They have been shown a key role in tumor biology, including tumor growth, progression and drug resistance, and were recently indicated as important actors in metastatic niche preparation (16,105-107). Exosomes can be extracted from body fluids by normal density-gradient centrifugation or can be isolated through ultracentrifugation, visualized by transmission microscopy, or selected based on the presence of specific protein markers, such as the tetraspanin proteins CD63, CD9, and CD81. Over the past decade, impressive advances have been made in the development of novel exosome isolation methods, including extracellular vesicle array or immunobeads precipitation (16,108). Once harvested from biological fluid, they can be analyzed for miRNA, and thus for somatic mutations, splice variants, gene fusions and gene or protein expression profiling by using different techniques including RT-PCR, sequencing techniques, Western Blot or ELISA. Unlike circulating miRNAs, exosomal miRNAs are enriched in the circulatory system and protected from RNase degradation. Indeed, exosomal miRNAs have been extensively investigated in lung cancer for several clinical applications, including as potential diagnostic biomarkers (109).

A group of 12 exosomal miRNAs (miR-17-3p, miR-21, miR-106a, miR-146, miR-155, miR-191, miR-192, miR-203, miR-205, miR-210, miR-212, and miR-214), selected based on a previous report demonstrating their potential diagnostic utility on tumor biopsies, was reported to be specifically expressed in patients with lung adenocarcinoma compared with a control group. Intriguingly, in four lung adenocarcinoma cases in which paired tumor and plasma samples were examined, there was a close correlation between circulating miRNAs of tumor-derived exosomes and tumor miRNAs, indicating the potential to analyze plasma as surrogate of tumor tissue (110).

A wide range microRNAs analysis (742 microRNAs), performed by quantitative RT-PCR, led to identification of 4 exosomal miRNAs (miR-378a, miR-379, miR-139-5p, and miR-200b-5p) able to distinguish patients with carcinomas from a control group of healthy former smokers (with 97.5% sensitivity and 72.0% specificity). A further group of 6 miRNAs (miR-151a-5p, miR-30a-3p, miR-200b-5p, miR-629, miR-100 and miR-154-3p) emerged as potential diagnostic biomarkers to discriminate between lung adenocarcinoma and granuloma (111). In a recent study, an extensive tumor-derived exosomal miRNA profiling by using miRNA-seq revealed a unique pattern of expression between stage I adenocarcinoma and SCC patients paired with healthy individuals. The miRNA profiles showed a sensitivity of 80.65% and of 83.33% and a specificity of 91.67%, and of 90.32% for adenocarcinoma and SCC diagnosis, respectively. These data suggest that these miRNAs may be suitable as highly sensitive, noninvasive biomarkers for early NSCLC diagnosis (112).

Despite promising results, different non-neoplastic cell types, including blood or endothelial cells, are known to release exosomes, thus making the clinical application of tumor cell–derived exosomal miRNAs for early NSCLC diagnosis challenging. Exosomes can be isolated in cancer patients from other body fluids, including pleural effusions (113), and could be investigated for other biomarkers, including oncogenic alterations, potentially useful for a wider range of clinical applications (16,109).

**Tumor educated platelets (TEPs)**

Blood platelet is the second most abundant cell type in peripheral blood. Platelets are circulating enucleated cell fragments that originate from megakaryocytes in bone marrow, known for their role in hemostasis. Platelets interact with tumor cells and affect tumor growth, invasion and establishment of distant metastasis (114,115). The interaction with tumor cells relies on the sequestration of tumor-associated biomolecules by platelets. Indeed, platelets can directly ingest circulating mRNA (116). Moreover, external signals, including activation of platelet
surface receptors and lipopolysaccharide-mediated platelets activation induce specific splice variants of pre-mRNAs in circulating platelets, giving rise to unique mRNA profiles with potential applicability to cancer diagnostics (117-121).

A seminal study by Best and colleagues, characterized the platelet mRNA profiles of 283 samples, including 228 from early or advanced metastatic cancer patients (six tumor types, including NSCLC, colorectal cancer, glioblastoma, pancreatic cancer, hepatobiliary cancer and breast cancer) and 55 healthy individuals, by using SMARTer mRNA amplification and sequencing (122). Among the 5003 RNAs detected in all the samples, a total of 1,453 of mRNAs showed to be increased and 793 were decreased in TEPs as compared to platelet samples from healthy donors. Increased TEP mRNAs were enriched for biological processes such as vesicle-mediated transport and the cytoskeletal protein binding while decreased mRNAs were strongly involved in RNA processing and splicing. The mRNA profiles were able to distinguish patients with localized and metastasized tumors from healthy individuals with 96% accuracy. In addition to the pan-cancer diagnosis, the TEP mRNA profiles also distinguished healthy donors and patients with specific types of cancer, as demonstrated by the unsupervised hierarchical clustering of differential platelet mRNA levels of healthy donors and all six individual tumor types. Across six different tumor types, the location of the primary tumor was correctly identified with 71% accuracy (122). Moreover, targetable oncogenic drivers, such as MET or HER2-positive, and mutant KRAS, EGFR, or PIK3CA tumors were accurately distinguished using surrogate TEP mRNA profiles, suggesting platelets may provide diagnostic information and a strong indication on tumor type and molecular subclass. However, they were not able to measure significant differences between non-metastasized and metastasized tumor, thus suggesting these TEP mRNA profiles do not have the power to discriminate between certain stages of cancer (122). This was surprising, because experimental work has shown an influence of blood platelets on tumor cell dissemination and establishment of metastasis (121-123), but this could possibly be explained by the low number of patients analyzed for each tumor type and the great heterogeneity among the tumors analyzed.

Platelets have also been assessed to identify predictive biomarkers to targeted agents. Indeed, Nilsson et al. have analyzed EML4-ALK rearranged tumors (65% sensitivity and 100% specificity for detection) (124). In the subset of 29 patients treated with crizotinib, progression-free survival was 3.7 months for patients with EML4-ALK+ platelets and 16 months for those with EML4-ALK– platelets (P=0.02). TEPs may prove useful for predicting and monitoring outcome to crizotinib, thereby improving clinical decisions based on radiographic imaging alone. Finally, authors reported that monitoring of EML4-ALK rearrangements in the platelets of a patient over a period of 30 months revealed crizotinib resistance two months prior to radiographic disease progression (124).

More robust data, possibly deriving from prospective, case-control studies, with larger sample size and homogeneous populations, are needed to further define the diagnostic value of platelet RNA, alone or complementary, to other circulating biomarker or current standard diagnostic procedures.

**Conclusions**

The ability to study genomic profile of cancer cells through noninvasive sampling of blood or other body fluids represents one of the most exciting and rapidly improving fields in lung cancer. Recently, liquid biopsy has largely demonstrated to be a surrogate of tumor tissue for noninvasive assessment of tumor-linked genetic and epigenetic alterations and has recently entered into clinical use for predicting response and monitor resistance to targeted therapies in the setting of advanced disease. Because of its several clinical advantages compared to tissue biopsy and, thanks to development of newer, sensitive technologies to analyse a larger number of biomarkers, liquid biopsy has been suggested for a wide range of clinical applications, including early diagnosis of lung cancer as a potentially curable disease. Different blood-based biosources, such as ctDNA, CTCs, exosomes and TEPs have been evaluated with distinct technologies for biomarkers that could be used to supplement the clinic in lung cancer diagnosis. Some reports have shown positive results for certain biomarkers, such as specific miRNAs profile, that could be complementary and improve the performance of standard radiological screening tests. One of the mainstays of a screening test, beyond its sensitivity and specificity, is that it should be reliable and cost-effective. So far, the ideal biosource and molecular biomarker to be used in the clinic for diagnostic purposes in lung malignancies.
have not yet been defined. Indeed, there is a great heterogeneity among studies in terms of patient population, blood-based biomarker analyzed and, moreover, different techniques have been used for genetic and epigenetic analyses. Furthermore, most were single center studies or included small patient sample size. More robust data from large, multicenter validation studies are still needed before the implementation of each of these promising blood-based biomarkers in the clinical setting. Clinical implementation of highly specific, sensitive and reproducible tools to be used for lung cancer screening and early detection remains an achievement to be pursued to improve the management and prognosis of these patients.
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